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Unique: Complete solutions from a single source

Laempe CoreApplications incorporate the entire required range of product and ser-

vices for all peripheral systems. The advantage for customers: You benefit from 

a unique and accountable partner who will ensure the reliable harmonisation of 

all sub-systems in order to guarantee malfunction-free operation and subsequent 

enhancements and modifications. Only Laempe & Mössner achieves this to such 

a great extent.

A periphery as individual as your company

The full performance potential of core shooters can only be tapped if they are 

used in conjunction with the correct peripheral devices and powerful software 

solutions. Companies require systems which are optimally tailored in line with 

each other, adapted to meet the practical requirements of the company using 

them, and capable of being enhanced to create fully automatic production lines. 

After all, only powerful applications ensure the high level of flexibility which is 

required on so many occasions for subsequent core treatment.

Complete range
We provide complete solutions from a single source: Core removal, core hand-

ling, and core assembly - with whatever degree of automation is required. 

Technical control integration
The integration of control units enables the best possible interaction between 

individual components.

Tailored solutions
Our tailored solutions are based on modified standard devices and systems or 

are designed anew as special solutions for your specific requirements.

Competent advice
Our consulting services are based on decades of experience and extensive 

know-how. 

The whole is more than the sum of the parts
- complete solutions from a single source

Laempe CoreApplications 

Peripheral systems are also 
part of our core business 



Defining cores
You can choose from various systems for defining cores: Brush, chain, or mask defining or automated 

defining using robots. 

Core coating
We can supply individual solutions for core coating ranging from simple coating tanks with agitators 

to fully automatic coating systems with circulation systems and constant level regulation. Our systems 

also incorporate raw coating treatment and the supply of

individual or multiple coating tanks. 

Quality control
An automatic inspection system is used to check the quality and completeness of workpieces. Any 

defective or damaged parts can be removed from the production chain and repeat defects can be 

prevented. Here, we use solutions ranging from simple optical systems to complex vision systems.

Gluing
We can supply core assembly gluing technology ranging from manual gluing stations to semi-auto-

matic gluing appliances and fully automatic gluing applications. 

Screwing and tacking
The screwing together of individual cores to make core packages can be carried out manually on 

stationary units or can be completely automated using robots and screw units. Tacking is another 

variant of this procedure.

CoreLock
The CoreLock system connects multiple individual cores together so that they interlock. To enable this, 

one or more junction cores are shot through the core package. This highly flexible Laempe & Mössner 

system enables different core packages to be manufactured with no need for retrofitting.

Conveyor systems
Conveyor systems are suitable for the transportation of large quantities of material or materials that 

are required constantly along defined line segments. Loading and unloading can take place in vari-

ous places along the transport route. Integrated palleting and conveyor systems transport the cores or 

core packages directly to the casting line or to an interim store with high storage racks or shelf trolleys 

once they have been processed.

Core buffers
Short downtimes such as those caused by core box changes can be offset by core buffers. These sys-

tems ensure constant, uninterrupted production and minimise the risk of plant failure.

High storage racks
Our high storage racks can act as casting buffer stores for the interim storage of cores or core pa-

ckages. An extremely modern materials management system enables different core types to be ma-

naged properly and assures quick putaway and withdrawal. 

Manual handling
Various gripper and handling systems have proven their worth for the manual handling of cores. 

This includes balancers with corresponding perforated and contour grippers.

Pick-off
Cores can also be automatically removed using pick-off systems in order to reduce removal times. 

A pick-off cart with a removal hook or cast pallet removes the cores from the upper or lower box as 

required.

Robots
Flexible robot automation is recommended for the complete automated removal of cores - and 

not just heavy and large cores! Further work steps and even a fully automatic assembly line can be 

connected directly to the removal process. Automation with robots requires a lot of experience and 

know-how in order to ensure trouble-free operations. Laempe & Mössner can plan and manufac-

ture the grippers in our own gripper workshop.

Handling systems, bale grippers, and vacuum grippers
We will be happy to provide you with information on further technical variants and options for core 

removal systems. 

Core removal/handling Core treatment Core assembly Conveyor technology
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laempe, Turnkey solutions
   for the innovative core shop

Solution expertise from a strong partner
Laempe & Mössner GmbH is a global leader in core shop tech-
nology for the casting industry. As an innovative developer of 
complete solutions, this German company offers a compre-
hensive range of core shooters, gassing devices, sand mixers, 
sand preparation systems, and subsequent core treatment 
solutions in addition to solutions for the automation, networ-
king, and intelligent control of core shops. The incorporation 
of Hottinger and Röperwerk in 2009 allowed us to acquire 
top-quality know-how and expertise developed on the ba-
sis of more than 15,000 delivered systems. Our sales offices 
and network of around 25 sales partners and representatives 
ensure high-quality, competent support for our customers all 
around the world.

Laempe & Mössner GmbH
Plant Schopfheim
Grienmatt 32
79650 Schopfheim
GERMANY

Tel.  +49 7622 680-294
Fax  +49 7622 680-393
E-Mail  sales@laempe.com

Innovative solutions for extra cost-effectiveness and the highest possible quality requirements  
The Laempe CoreApplications division with its peripheral systems is an integral part of our 
highly modern core production facilities. It complements the Laempe CoreProduction divi-
sion with its automatic core shooters, Laempe CoreSand Preparation division with its sand 
preparation and supply applications, and Laempe Automation division with its automation 
systems. Our efficient service offering ensures high machine availability during daily pro-
duction.


